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Introduction

I would like to express my thanks to your-anonymous-angel for taking the time out 
of her life to do this AMA with Cuckold Chat. We all had a great time getting to 
spend the hour with her asking her about all kinds of stuff!

What follows is the transcript of a special one hour AMA (Ask Me Anything) event
held on April 13th, 2021 with her in The Conversation Club Room of Cuckold Chat.
Enjoy!

2021-04-13 12:06:40 Dr36 Ladies & Gents, it is my pleasure to announce and welcome a little 

bisexual slice of heaven who loves showing off online: @anonymous-angel ! She will be doing an

exclusive AMA with us for the next hour or so. Please join me in giving her a warm Cuckold Chat 

welcome, and ask her anything you'd like! 

2021-04-13 12:06:46 Happy-cuckCT Good afternoon everyone

2021-04-13 12:06:47 Shubby @MrsCougar hi

2021-04-13 12:07:01 Unclebull damn, thats a killer ass on her

2021-04-13 12:07:01 indyrepeater @MrsCougar hey there

2021-04-13 12:07:06 anonymous-angel Thank you for the introduction, Dr36! I'm looking 

forward to chatting with you all

2021-04-13 12:07:09 Colleentaken @anonymous-angel thank you for your time

2021-04-13 12:07:22 indyrepeater @Happy-cuckCT hey there
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2021-04-13 12:07:31 Merkurius good evening

2021-04-13 12:07:32 wer4play Hello

2021-04-13 12:07:39 Shubby @anonymous-angel you're brand new here?

2021-04-13 12:07:50 anonymous-angel Brand spankin' new!

2021-04-13 12:08:15 Merkurius so welcome to chat angel

2021-04-13 12:08:21 Colleentaken @anonymous-angel thanks for joining and welcome

2021-04-13 12:08:31 wer4play so what are we chatting about???

2021-04-13 12:08:32 Unclebull @anonymous-angel we are all ear. pplease tell us about 

yourself a bit first

2021-04-13 12:08:34 Kickinupdirt2 Someone said Spankin

2021-04-13 12:08:35 Colleentaken @anonymous-angel what brought you here if you don't 

mind me asking

2021-04-13 12:08:51 Shubby @anonymous-angel love your profile pic              

2021-04-13 12:09:03 Unclebull @anonymous-angel other than you are 22 and too young 

for me.

2021-04-13 12:09:43 wer4play i have children older
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2021-04-13 12:09:47 wer4play LOL

2021-04-13 12:10:13 Merkurius nothoing against milfs or younger ladies, eahc age has its 

goodies

2021-04-13 12:10:26 anonymous-angel Ok what can I tell you guys... I recently discovered 

my exhibitionistic side. I'm a pretty introverted person so showing off online has been a great 

way for me to push myself out of my comfort zone! At first it was pretty nerve-wracking but now 

I'm kind of addicted to it lol

2021-04-13 12:10:49 anonymous-angel Thanks Shubby!

2021-04-13 12:11:02 Unclebull @anonymous-angel wow, thats a good dtart

2021-04-13 12:11:03 anonymous-angel Hahaha yeah I'm young but I like older men. I've 

never found much in common with guys my age

2021-04-13 12:11:33 Colleentaken @anonymous-angel that's intense ma'am how's that been 

as an adjustment in contrast with being introverted by nature and do you feel it's why you enjoy 

it so much because it's opposing to your personality daily?

2021-04-13 12:11:37 Califstagcpl @anonymous-angel are you involved,  married etc now?

2021-04-13 12:11:46 MrsCougar lol - angel - i felt the same way for years - then i got older 

myself and my taste kinda changed

2021-04-13 12:11:47 Unclebull @anonymous-angel i love younger but my doctor borbid me

anything under 35, he said i will get over excited and die from heart attack.

2021-04-13 12:12:28 Unclebull @anonymous-angel so how long you doing this?
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2021-04-13 12:13:04 saseb @anonymous-angel do you enjoy to play sexy true or dare game 

sometimes ;) ?

2021-04-13 12:13:16 anonymous-angel @Colleentaken @wicked found me on Reddit and 

asked if I was interested in doing this! I was flattered you guys wanted to have me  *angel emoji*

2021-04-13 12:13:28 wicked @anonymous-angel we are so glad to have you over

2021-04-13 12:13:34 indyrepeater Hey there @jan tate

2021-04-13 12:13:43 Merkurius @anonymous-angel guess youre on right place

2021-04-13 12:13:45 Jan Tate @indyrepeater Aloha

2021-04-13 12:13:52 Colleentaken @anonymous-angel well it's appreciated and I thank y out 

for your answer sincerely and don't want to flood with the questions so thank you so much

2021-04-13 12:14:25 anonymous-angel @Colleentaken it's definietly an interesting contrast. 

I kind of feel like I've got a secret double life. I'm usually very open about who I am, so it's been 

strange having to hide this part of me. Not everyone in my life would get it, though

2021-04-13 12:14:50 Kickinupdirt2 @anonymous-angel are you a Furry?

2021-04-13 12:14:53 Colleentaken Completely understand @anonymous-angel are you in a 

relationship and does he know and support?

2021-04-13 12:15:07 Unclebull @anonymous-angel how many in your family know about 

it?
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2021-04-13 12:15:28 anonymous-angel @Califstagcpl I don't discuss my relationship status 

publicly, but I have multiple sexual partners and I'm participiating on this website so take from 

that what you will 😉

2021-04-13 12:16:23 Unclebull so this is Ask Me Anything right?

2021-04-13 12:16:37 indyrepeater Here we go

2021-04-13 12:16:38 Merkurius @anonymous-angel so youore take excitement from this 

talking and chat :-)

2021-04-13 12:16:43 Unclebull can i Ask You Out?

2021-04-13 12:16:52 anonymous-angel @Kickinupdirt2 I'm not a furry but I do enjoy a good 

pair of animal ears and a tail from tim to time. I think it's cute

2021-04-13 12:18:11 Kickinupdirt2 @anonymous-angel what touches your heart?  What's your 

soft spot?

2021-04-13 12:18:13 anonymous-angel @Unclebull no one in my family knows about it. I 

mean, I'm an adult so they're not going to try to stop me, but it's just easier if I stay anonymous. 

I wish there wasn't so much societal stigma about posting nudes online, but it is what it is

2021-04-13 12:18:21 Tonyevolved @anonymous-angel Hello

2021-04-13 12:18:38 Unclebull @anonymous-angel of cource.

2021-04-13 12:18:41 indyrepeater Aye
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2021-04-13 12:18:56 Unclebull @anonymous-angel whats the chances to see a samnple of 

what you post?

2021-04-13 12:19:03 anonymous-angel @Merkurius yes! I love doing this kind of stuff. Its 

fun chatting with and meeting new people in a setting like this

2021-04-13 12:19:20 Merkurius @anonymous-angel smile at you

2021-04-13 12:19:47 anonymous-angel @Kickinupdirt2 I have a soft spot for kids and 

animals. I've been vegetarian for over 10 years

2021-04-13 12:20:48 ElusiveLgndryBtch @anonymous-angel hihi and welcome can i ask you 

# 41 :-)

2021-04-13 12:20:49 anonymous-angel @Unclebull (I hope I'm allowed to mention this) I've 

posted over 160 nude pics (and a few vids) on my Reddit!

2021-04-13 12:21:01 Kickinupdirt2 @anonymous-angel what lights your fire?  What do you 

crave?

2021-04-13 12:21:14 Colleentaken @anonymous-angel was about to ask where we might see 

you

2021-04-13 12:21:17 Aresmars @anonymous-angel Hello!  Welcome to our little piece of 

the Internet!   Thank you for taking the time to make it better!   

2021-04-13 12:21:24 anonymous-angel @ElusiveLgndryBtch what's # 41? Sorry, I'm new 

here!

2021-04-13 12:21:37 boredinduluth4u *total love emoji
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2021-04-13 12:21:51 Aresmars @anonymous-angel Great looking fox in that shot!   Bravo

2021-04-13 12:22:24 ElusiveLgndryBtch @anonymous-angel sorry about that.. nicest thing 

someone has said to you :-)

2021-04-13 12:22:26 Merkurius @anonymous-angel have you ever been tributed?

2021-04-13 12:22:31 Aresmars @anonymous-angel Q41 Nicest thing said about me/you?

2021-04-13 12:22:44 Lucian @anonymous-angel what are ypur future plans? Is there a partner 

involved and would you like that hes into your lifestyle?

2021-04-13 12:23:19 anonymous-angel @Kickinupdirt2 Am I allowed to say chocolate No  😂
but seriously, I've realized recently that I just really want to explore life to the fullest. This 

mindset was what catalyzed me posting my nudes online. I really want to overcome my shyness 

and anxieties and just try new things, whether it be sex-related or otherwise

2021-04-13 12:23:36 MightBeReady hi

2021-04-13 12:23:37 anonymous-angel Thanks @Aresmars!

2021-04-13 12:23:42 MightBeReady welcome so nice youre here

2021-04-13 12:23:46 Drifyedguy9169 @anonymous-angel Good for you angel

2021-04-13 12:24:07 Aresmars @anonymous-angel   Not a worry....it is what the mods here

do!

2021-04-13 12:24:22 Kickinupdirt2 @anonymous-angel love the Chuck Taylors LOL
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2021-04-13 12:24:27 anonymous-angel Ohhh! @ElusiveLgndryBtch I've actually recieved a 

lot of really kind, encouraging comments regarding my content. I'm genuinely super flattered 

when people say they jerk off to me everyday haha. Like out of all of the porn in the world, they 

chose me!

2021-04-13 12:24:32 Aresmars @anonymous-angel Life is to be lived!

2021-04-13 12:24:35 Ray2000 @anonymous-angel 39/ most traumatic sexual experience?

2021-04-13 12:24:50 anonymous-angel Thanks @MightBeReady! I'm happy to be here

2021-04-13 12:25:09 MightBeReady @anonymous-angel we love sex.. and enourage 

everyone to

2021-04-13 12:25:10 Aresmars  @ElusiveLgndryBtch gets a lot of fapping happening also!   ;)

2021-04-13 12:25:28 Tonyevolved @Aresmars Truth!

2021-04-13 12:25:45 MightBeReady @Aresmars fapping now hahahaah

2021-04-13 12:25:52 Blow me cuck Sexy i love that ass

2021-04-13 12:26:06 anonymous-angel @Kickinupdirt2 thanks! I love Chucks! They're my all-

time favorite sneaker

2021-04-13 12:26:07 boredinduluth4u @Aresmars not fapping alone hahaha

2021-04-13 12:26:29 Blow me cuck @anonymous-angel fucking gorgeous
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2021-04-13 12:26:30 ElusiveLgndryBtch @anonymous-angel  going off of your response to 

my question do you feel like your just a typical female?

2021-04-13 12:26:35 anonymous-angel PS for some reason I'm not able to actually tag 

people I think. Hopefully including the usernames still makes it easy enough for you guys to 

know who I'm replying to

2021-04-13 12:26:37 Kickinupdirt2 @anonymous-angel and your little

2021-04-13 12:26:46 Kickinupdirt2 angel kiss birthmark

2021-04-13 12:26:57 Aresmars Please make sure you keep our guest busy  - she is our star 

today here!    and I love the comments also!

2021-04-13 12:27:02 Tonyevolved @anonymous-angel Just click on their name in the chat

2021-04-13 12:27:04 MightBeReady @anonymous-angel where can we see ur content?

2021-04-13 12:27:22 anonymous-angel @Ray2000 idk if it's useful to talk about traumatic 

sexual experiences. I will say, though, I've been fortunate to have had sexual partners that really 

care about pleasing me and understanding my boundaries!

2021-04-13 12:27:27 ElusiveLgndryBtch @MightBeReady they include their link at the end of

the AMA

2021-04-13 12:27:33 crberg1973 well good afternoon all

2021-04-13 12:27:38 Kickinupdirt2 @anonymous-angel love your little angel kiss birthmark
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2021-04-13 12:27:47 Tonyevolved @crberg1973 Whats up buddy

2021-04-13 12:27:47 crberg1973 sorry i am late, i did not see the announcement until just 

now

2021-04-13 12:27:48 Aresmars @anonymous-angel just reach out and touch them (their 

username gentley!  ;)

2021-04-13 12:27:59 anonymous-angel @Tonyevolved I see the tag come up, but when I try 

to click on it, it disappears.

2021-04-13 12:28:04 crberg1973 @Tonyevolved  hey man all good / hope all is well

2021-04-13 12:28:05 Kickinupdirt2 pink like bubble gum

2021-04-13 12:28:26 anonymous-angel Hi @crberg1973!

2021-04-13 12:28:51 Aresmars @anonymous-angel just click the name and its should 

post....or you can use @&lt;username&gt;  - are you on a mobile device?

2021-04-13 12:28:55 crberg1973 hello to the beautiful visitor @anonymous-angel i hope 

these trolls are treating you well

2021-04-13 12:28:55 anonymous-angel @Kickinupdirt2 yeah I get a lot of comments about 

how pink my pussy is lol. I didn't realize it was any different until I started posting

2021-04-13 12:29:02 Unclebull did we get her measurments?
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2021-04-13 12:29:05 Tonyevolved oh the autofill option doesn't work if you're trying to type 

the username. You have to either type the full username or click on the username in the chat

2021-04-13 12:29:32 Aresmars @anonymous-angel all pussy is different....they are special 

like the person they belong to.....   Just this mans opinion is all....

2021-04-13 12:29:43 boredinduluth4u measurements are perfect x perfect x perfect

2021-04-13 12:29:44 Jan Tate @anonymous-angel When you do return to this site, this 

room is a great place to hang out.  The usuals in here are a great bunch of guys...

2021-04-13 12:30:02 Aresmars @Unclebull @Unclebull   hot, sexy and out of your league 

are her measurements......

2021-04-13 12:30:12 Kickinupdirt2 @anonymous-angel do you remember your first orgasm??

2021-04-13 12:30:16 indyrepeater @Aresmars lmfao

2021-04-13 12:30:36 Unclebull @Aresmars wrong, she said she likes older and ugly guys.

2021-04-13 12:30:37 anonymous-angel @crberg1973 hahha! I come from Reddit so I'm used

to getting trolled but everyone here has been very nice :-)

2021-04-13 12:30:38 crberg1973 @Jan Tate   well ... i mean @Unclebull  is sort of in a grey 

area and all .... *smirk emoji*

2021-04-13 12:30:53 Jan Tate @crberg1973 @anonymous-angel Even Uncle Bull
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2021-04-13 12:30:57 anonymous-angel nope the tagging still doesn't work. I'm on desktop. 

Oh well!

2021-04-13 12:30:57 Aresmars @Unclebull there there is hope for us....

2021-04-13 12:31:13 Hungmam1080 Hello

2021-04-13 12:31:19 anonymous-angel @Aresmars I agree! Everyone has their preferences

2021-04-13 12:31:19 Tonyevolved @anonymous-angel We have "Troll Hunters" on duty

2021-04-13 12:31:24 crberg1973 @anonymous-angel  awesome, we are a tight group for the 

most part here. thank you for hanging with us

2021-04-13 12:31:37 ElusiveLgndryBtch @Tonyevolved *devil emoji* yes we do slice and dice

2021-04-13 12:31:56 Tonyevolved @ElusiveLgndryBtch *Sching*

2021-04-13 12:31:58 anonymous-angel @Unclebull my my waist is 24", hips are 37" and I'm 

a 32DD

2021-04-13 12:32:20 Aresmars @anonymous-angel choice is the most important freedom 

people have.....many abuse it sadly

2021-04-13 12:32:20 anonymous-angel @Jane Tate yes I can tell! I really like it here

2021-04-13 12:32:38 Unclebull @anonymous-angel my god. wow wow wow
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2021-04-13 12:32:43 crberg1973 @anonymous-angel  a body to die for, and a big pretty smile

to boot / awesome

2021-04-13 12:32:43 Lucian @anonymous-angel biggets turn ons?

2021-04-13 12:32:46 wicked @anonymous-angel mmhmm can we see those measurements :-P

2021-04-13 12:32:54 anonymous-angel @Kickinupdirt2 I do not. It was probably when I was 

pretty young. I've always explored my sexuality

2021-04-13 12:32:55 ElusiveLgndryBtch @anonymous-angel this place really is a very 

welcoming comminutity

2021-04-13 12:32:55 firsttimerhere Hello Anonymous!  Any help to get my wife into this?

2021-04-13 12:33:11 ElusiveLgndryBtch @wicked coming in with the real ?s

2021-04-13 12:33:14 anonymous-angel @Unclebull no, not ugly ahaha. But personality is a 

big component of attraction for me

2021-04-13 12:33:24 indyrepeater @firsttimerhere bad timing

2021-04-13 12:33:30 Aresmars @anonymous-angel what is the #1 thing on your bucket list 

now?

2021-04-13 12:33:48 Unclebull @anonymous-angel oh i have a big personality.

2021-04-13 12:33:51 anonymous-angel @Tonyevolved Troll Hunters are always appreciated              
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2021-04-13 12:34:07 Jan Tate @ElusiveLgndryBtch I could not agree more.  As a trans 

woman, I've always felt welcome here

2021-04-13 12:34:19 ElusiveLgndryBtch @Unclebull all you have is a big tounge and a big 

cage you need to go back into *devil emoji*

2021-04-13 12:34:22 anonymous-angel @crberg1973 thank you!              

2021-04-13 12:34:29 ElusiveLgndryBtch @Jan Tate :-*

2021-04-13 12:34:31 Unclebull @ElusiveLgndryBtch thats my personality.

2021-04-13 12:34:40 Unclebull @ElusiveLgndryBtch she said she  likes it big.

2021-04-13 12:34:41 Tonyevolved @anonymous-angel *sniff sniff* I think I smell a troll in the 

room

2021-04-13 12:34:46 Jan Tate @Unclebull And everyone loves you for that

2021-04-13 12:34:56 Kickinupdirt2 @anonymous-angel do you remember the first time you 

made someone cum for you

2021-04-13 12:35:22 anonymous-angel @Lucian I'm naturally very submissive so I 

appreciate men who are dominant

2021-04-13 12:35:37 Aresmars @anonymous-angel happy dances!   music to some ears.....

2021-04-13 12:36:25 Unclebull why arent you guys being cheap and not giving her the 

kudos she deserves?
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2021-04-13 12:36:32 anonymous-angel @Jane Tate that's awesome! I hope more online sex 

communities follow the lead on that. Everybody deserves to feel welcome

2021-04-13 12:36:40 Tonyevolved @anonymous-angel Do you work w females?

2021-04-13 12:36:57 Unclebull @Tonyevolved no, she is vegetarian.

2021-04-13 12:36:58 ElusiveLgndryBtch @anonymous-angel can we see your fav pic of 

yourself?

2021-04-13 12:37:10 indyrepeater Aye

2021-04-13 12:37:19 Tonyevolved @Unclebull Pussy doesn't wualify as eating meat

2021-04-13 12:37:23 crberg1973 hmmmmm .... @Tonyevolved   has @anonymous-angel   

raised the eyebrows of the legendary @ElusiveLgndryBtch by any chance ?

2021-04-13 12:37:27 Jan Tate @anonymous-angel TY so much

2021-04-13 12:37:28 anonymous-angel @Kickinupdirt2 it was probably my second boyfriend

when I was 14?

2021-04-13 12:37:29 Unclebull @Tonyevolved its not?

2021-04-13 12:37:47 ElusiveLgndryBtch @crberg1973 *smirk emoji* you know i love me 

some females *naughty emoji*

2021-04-13 12:37:48 Aresmars @crberg1973 @Tonyevolved you know it!  

@ElusiveLgndryBtch  has taste.....
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2021-04-13 12:37:53 anonymous-angel @Unclebull I don't even know what a kudo is              

2021-04-13 12:38:03 Unclebull @ElusiveLgndryBtch easy girl, take a number

2021-04-13 12:38:05 anonymous-angel @Tonyevolved work with?

2021-04-13 12:38:25 Aresmars @anonymous-angel you are at 208 and growing.... type 

/kudos to see your current total

2021-04-13 12:38:27 Tonyevolved @anonymous-angel Clicking the thumbs up button will giv e

kudos to the poster

2021-04-13 12:38:30 Unclebull @anonymous-angel its to show how much we love you. the 

thumbs up is the kudos

2021-04-13 12:38:49 Tonyevolved @anonymous-angel Yeah... like would you do a photoshoot 

w a female

2021-04-13 12:38:51 Jan Tate @Unclebull mine is #1

2021-04-13 12:38:52 anonymous-angel @Aresmars omg that's so cool! Wow!

2021-04-13 12:38:57 crberg1973 @anonymous-angel  that is that little "ding" sound you hear

when someone "likes" your post .. you have recieved 212 of them since you joined the room

2021-04-13 12:39:16 Unclebull if by the end of the session, she doesnt have 1000 kudos, i 

will mute you all

2021-04-13 12:39:23 anonymous-angel @Tonyevolved I'm bisexual so yes of course!
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2021-04-13 12:39:26 Jan Tate @Unclebull *lmao emoji*

2021-04-13 12:39:45 Kickinupdirt2 @anonymous-angel did you feel your power when you first 

made someone get off?  Was it a WOW moment?

2021-04-13 12:39:51 Tonyevolved @anonymous-angel *naughty emoji*

2021-04-13 12:39:53 ElusiveLgndryBtch @Unclebull wait r u asking to be muted again? 

@wicked you wanna help him out with that *lmao emoji*

2021-04-13 12:40:11 Unclebull @ElusiveLgndryBtch i am asking to kudo her

2021-04-13 12:40:17 ElusiveLgndryBtch @anonymous-angel  o ur my kind of girl 

2021-04-13 12:40:17 Aresmars @anonymous-angel what is the #1 thing on your bucket list 

now?

2021-04-13 12:40:31 ElusiveLgndryBtch @Unclebull o i have been

2021-04-13 12:41:06 Unclebull @anonymous-angel ok, forgive me being rude, since you 

are into girls also, tell me what came first, dick or pussy?

2021-04-13 12:41:20 anonymous-angel @Kickinupdirt2 over time it's become increasingly a 

turn on for me. I love getting people off - it gives me genuine sexual pleasure. Like if I just blow 

someone and they cum, I'll feel totally sexually satisfied.

2021-04-13 12:41:33 anonymous-angel @Aresmars I want to have a 10-man gangbang

2021-04-13 12:41:51 ElusiveLgndryBtch @anonymous-angel *shocked emoji*
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2021-04-13 12:41:53 Aresmars @anonymous-angel can I take a number?  ;)

2021-04-13 12:42:00 Tonyevolved @anonymous-angel Shit Let's do IT!!!

2021-04-13 12:42:03 Lucian @anonymous-angel niceeeeeeeeeeeee e

2021-04-13 12:42:05 crberg1973 @anonymous-angel   oh my

2021-04-13 12:42:05 Jan Tate @Unclebull Or both

2021-04-13 12:42:18 Unclebull why 10 only? while at it, why not 50 or more?

2021-04-13 12:42:34 Kickinupdirt2 @anonymous-angel who has cum best for you?  Men or 

women??

2021-04-13 12:42:42 crberg1973 lmao of course @Unclebull  would push that limit ...

2021-04-13 12:43:01 anonymous-angel @Unclebull dick! It took me several years of sexual 

experience before I did anything with a woman

2021-04-13 12:43:09 Unclebull @anonymous-angel ah

2021-04-13 12:43:14 Aresmars @anonymous-angel May I ask what the appeal of that is for 

you?

2021-04-13 12:43:16 Unclebull @anonymous-angel thanks for answering

2021-04-13 12:43:37 b3ta Hello there )
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2021-04-13 12:43:38 BigSteve @anonymous-angel Whats the biggest group u have been 

with?

2021-04-13 12:43:51 Tonyevolved @anonymous-angel Do you smoke weed?

2021-04-13 12:44:09 Jan Tate @anonymous-angel dick is nice

2021-04-13 12:44:16 Peterpeter101Hi, why do I enjoy my tiny one being made fun of so much?

2021-04-13 12:44:23 Unclebull @Jan Tate any dick?

2021-04-13 12:44:34 b3ta I am absorbed by the possibilities these days.

2021-04-13 12:44:35 anonymous-angel @Kickinupdirt2 definietly men. But maybe that just 

means I need more practice with women 

2021-04-13 12:44:40 Aresmars @Peterpeter101 keep on subject or you will be muted

2021-04-13 12:44:59 watching @anonymous-angel what size bra do you wear?

2021-04-13 12:45:02 Unclebull @anonymous-angel ptactice makes perfect

2021-04-13 12:45:05 anonymous-angel @BigSteve Just 2 others I'm working my way up              

2021-04-13 12:45:14 benisbig9 @anonymous-angel   The wildest thing you have done 

sexually Angel?

2021-04-13 12:45:17 Jan Tate @Unclebull only good dick
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2021-04-13 12:45:26 Unclebull @Jan Tate ah ha

2021-04-13 12:45:38 anonymous-angel @Aresmars I just like being dominated. I don't like 

feeling totally used/degraded though. I like scenarios where I feel like the sexy center of 

attention hehe

2021-04-13 12:45:43 Aresmars @watching  here waist is 24", hips are 37" and I'm a 32DD

2021-04-13 12:45:49 b3ta @anonymous-angel How far would you go in a Cuckold 

relationship?

2021-04-13 12:45:57 Jan Tate @anonymous-angel don't we all - you go girl

2021-04-13 12:46:04 Aresmars @anonymous-angel fair and thank you......

2021-04-13 12:46:08 ukcuckwannabe77 @anonymous-angel what's your biggest turn off?

2021-04-13 12:46:12 ElusiveLgndryBtch @anonymous-angel <*GOAT emoji*

2021-04-13 12:46:20 Unclebull @Aresmars stop posting her measurments, it kills me

2021-04-13 12:46:24 Tonyevolved @anonymous-angel So you might like be tied to the bed 

and then pleasured "against your will"?

2021-04-13 12:46:26 Jj1469 @anonymous-angel how to I get my wife to be more like you

2021-04-13 12:46:32 anonymous-angel @Tonyevolved I do! My happy place (outside of sex) 

is watching smoking weed, watching Rick and Morty, and eating Chipotle on my couch haha. 

True introvert things
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2021-04-13 12:46:42 watching @Aresmars lovely. Thank you

2021-04-13 12:46:58 shifty18 what's the sexiest thing a man can say to you

2021-04-13 12:46:59 Tonyevolved @anonymous-angel OMG I'm falliing in love I gotta go

2021-04-13 12:46:59 ElusiveLgndryBtch @Tonyevolved let me go put those traps under the 

bed and set them up *devil emoji*

2021-04-13 12:47:01 Kickinupdirt2 @anonymous-angel thank you for answering so many of my

questions....

2021-04-13 12:47:01 Lucian @anonymous-angel rick & mortyyyyyyyyyyyyy y

2021-04-13 12:47:11 ElusiveLgndryBtch *straps

2021-04-13 12:47:21 anonymous-angel @Tonyevolved yes!!

2021-04-13 12:47:22 Jan Tate @anonymous-angel open invitation to come to my happy 

place anytime - Hawaii

2021-04-13 12:47:27 Unclebull @anonymous-angel how did it get to Doouble D's?

2021-04-13 12:48:01 crberg1973 @anonymous-angel  a total dime  ... horny af ... 420 friendly

....rick and morty and chipotle .... the perfect woman

2021-04-13 12:48:07 Tonyevolved @anonymous-angel I love Rick & Morty and smoking weed 

and Chipotle!
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2021-04-13 12:48:15 Jan Tate @crberg1973 Right on

2021-04-13 12:48:20 anonymous-angel @shifty18 I love being called baby girl, Daddy's 

girl/little slut etc. I dabbled in some DD/LG stuff at a purely sexual level. Plays into my affinity for 

older men haha

2021-04-13 12:48:45 Tonyevolved @anonymous-angel Now the real TEST!?!? Do you play 

video games?

2021-04-13 12:48:57 Unclebull @anonymous-angel oldest man you had?

2021-04-13 12:49:05 Lucian @Tonyevolved oh say no otherwise i will fall in love😅

2021-04-13 12:49:10 Jj1469 @anonymous-angel What's the sluttiest thing you've done

2021-04-13 12:49:19 benisbig9 @anonymous-angel  Ever had BBC?

2021-04-13 12:49:22 ElusiveLgndryBtch @Unclebull one that doesnt require viagra and heart

meds

2021-04-13 12:49:23 anonymous-angel @ukcuckwannabe77 my biggest turn offs are bad 

personality and poor hygeine. If a person is confident and kind and takes care of themselves, 

that's instant points on the board

2021-04-13 12:49:37 Jan Tate @ElusiveLgndryBtch *lmao emoji*

2021-04-13 12:49:37 Unclebull @ElusiveLgndryBtch oh darn

2021-04-13 12:50:00 ElusiveLgndryBtch @Unclebull *drinking coffee emoji*
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2021-04-13 12:50:00 anonymous-angel @Jane Tate that sounds like an offer I can't refuse!

2021-04-13 12:50:15 Jan Tate @anonymous-angel Oh boy!

2021-04-13 12:50:16 Tonyevolved @ElusiveLgndryBtch @Unclebull Sick Burn!!!*fire emoji*

2021-04-13 12:50:22 Unclebull @ElusiveLgndryBtch i cant take viagra, viagra makes my 

tongue hard.

2021-04-13 12:50:23 indyrepeater @Jan Tate score

2021-04-13 12:50:50 Jan Tate @indyrepeater Girls 1 - guys 0

2021-04-13 12:50:54 boredinduluth4u took viagra once, got stuck in my throat and gave me

a stiff neck

2021-04-13 12:50:54 anonymous-angel @Tonyevolved sorry to dissapoint but I don't! It's 

really just a time thing. I'm constantly busy as it is. I'm open to game recommendations though, 

it's definietly something I want to get into in the future

2021-04-13 12:51:02 ElusiveLgndryBtch @Unclebull on that note i honestly might let u come 

to ohio

2021-04-13 12:51:16 shifty18 do you like the incest part of the fantasy or do you like being

submissive to daddy?

2021-04-13 12:51:23 Unclebull @ElusiveLgndryBtch what about tony the cuck?
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2021-04-13 12:51:25 Tonyevolved @anonymous-angel Come on over lets smoke a fatty and I'll

introduce you to VR

2021-04-13 12:51:25 anonymous-angel @benisbig9 I love big cocks in general haha. I am a 

size queen

2021-04-13 12:51:52 benisbig9 @anonymous-angel  Size does not matter to a woman.... 

until they have had a big cock

2021-04-13 12:51:53 anonymous-angel Also @Kickinupdirt2 you are very welcome! You've 

had so many cool questions

2021-04-13 12:52:01 Jan Tate @anonymous-angel They are more fun to play with

2021-04-13 12:52:14 xalan @anonymous-angel you are in great shape.  Are you on TRT or 

HRT?

2021-04-13 12:52:22 anonymous-angel @shifty18 nooo no incest stuff. Just like the older, 

dominant dynamic

2021-04-13 12:52:30 Unclebull she is at 315 with the kudos, not enough

2021-04-13 12:52:43 benisbig9 @anonymous-angel nothing like just being relentlessly 

taken right?

2021-04-13 12:52:56 ElusiveLgndryBtch @anonymous-angel *clapping emoji* great answer

2021-04-13 12:53:05 anonymous-angel @Tonyevolved I've always wanted to try VR! I've 

heard it can make you nauseous after a while though, is that true?
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2021-04-13 12:53:14 Tonyevolved @anonymous-angel I've got the Rick & Morty VR game

2021-04-13 12:53:23 Unclebull @anonymous-angel if you like big dicks, contact shambler, 

he has collcetions of them.

2021-04-13 12:53:29 shifty18 whats the best way for a dominant daddy type to approach 

you, that you respond to the best

2021-04-13 12:53:36 Aresmars @anonymous-angel its can for some people....depends on 

each person

2021-04-13 12:53:38 Jan Tate @Unclebull *lmao emoji*

2021-04-13 12:53:41 benisbig9 @Unclebull              

2021-04-13 12:53:46 anonymous-angel @xalan I'm not. I'm fortunate to have a great 

metabolism. I work out but I eat like garbage a lot of the time haha. As I get older though, I'm 

totally open to hormone replacement therapy. I think it's the future!

2021-04-13 12:53:48 Tonyevolved @anonymous-angel Certain games but I haven't noticed any

issues w nausea

2021-04-13 12:53:55 Jan Tate @Unclebull You are on a roll my hero

2021-04-13 12:54:06 heretochat @anonymous-angel when/how did you decide you were so 

sex positive (aka slut! haha). i a trying to talk my wife into fucking others but she won't :-(

2021-04-13 12:54:07 anonymous-angel @Tonyevolved ok now i'm REALLY sold
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2021-04-13 12:54:49 Kickinupdirt2 @anonymous-angel i even made a statement in Ukrainian

2021-04-13 12:54:51 ElusiveLgndryBtch @Tonyevolved *rubbing hands emoji* oh shit reeling

in @anonymous-angel *bouncing excitement emoji*

2021-04-13 12:54:54 Tonyevolved @anonymous-angel It's a great fitness tool as well best 

321$ I've spent in a very long time

2021-04-13 12:55:27 Jan Tate @anonymous-angel If it ever comes to that make sure you 

have a great endo doc

2021-04-13 12:55:27 anonymous-angel @heterochat I've always been (at least behind 

closed doors) quite open and explorative with my sexuality. I had multiple threesomes with my 

highschool boyfriend, for example. But only more recently got comfortable enough to put myself

out there online. I think if your wife isn't comfortable with it, you can't force it on her. It may be 

something that she becomes more open to over time though.

2021-04-13 12:56:01 Tonyevolved @anonymous-angel Any chance you live near Ohio?

2021-04-13 12:56:14 Unclebull @anonymous-angel nice answer, Bravo

2021-04-13 12:56:16 crberg1973 @anonymous-angel " as i get older" lmao ... you are sooo 

young (and hot) ..

2021-04-13 12:56:25 Jan Tate @anonymous-angel @Unclebull Great answer

2021-04-13 12:56:41 Unclebull @Tonyevolved stop hitting on her infront of your wife. you 

will sleep in the garage tonight
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2021-04-13 12:56:41 anonymous-angel @Jane Tate For sure! I would never do anything 

black market

2021-04-13 12:56:42 boredinduluth4u @anonymous-angel very, very well stated

2021-04-13 12:56:48 Aresmars @anonymous-angel your favorite lingere?  do you love a 

specific brand?

2021-04-13 12:57:02 Tonyevolved @Unclebull I'm the boss around here

2021-04-13 12:57:10 ElusiveLgndryBtch @anonymous-angel @Tonyevolved  and I have a 

whole pantry stocked with junk food and hes a banging cook *devil emoji*

2021-04-13 12:57:21 Unclebull @Tonyevolved she is watching you, dont tell me i did not 

warn you eh

2021-04-13 12:57:34 anonymous-angel @Aresmars I'm obsessed with Honey Birdette right 

now. I just wish it wasn't so damn expensive lol I also love the stuff on Yandy. Great value and  😅
very sexy

2021-04-13 12:57:38 Tonyevolved @Unclebull See... I'm doing it for her

2021-04-13 12:57:54 ElusiveLgndryBtch @Unclebull if u dont think id be having first dibs urr 

out ur fucking mind gotta get her warmed up *rubbing hands emoji*

2021-04-13 12:58:02 Aresmars @anonymous-angel IMHO Lounge screams your name!   

*drooling emoji*

2021-04-13 12:58:20 crberg1973 @Tonyevolved @ElusiveLgndryBtch @anonymous-angel  

will break this site forever if photographed together ... just sayin
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2021-04-13 12:58:26 anonymous-angel @ElusiveLgndryBtch ahaha you're amazing              

2021-04-13 12:58:29 Jan Tate @anonymous-angel TY for being here - I have to go paint 

my face and get ready for work 

2021-04-13 12:58:35 Unclebull @ElusiveLgndryBtch oh i know you, you will be all over her 

and wont leave a minute for Tony.

2021-04-13 12:58:53 anonymous-angel @Jane Tate I'm really happy I could be here! It was 

great chatting with you. Have a lovely day

2021-04-13 12:58:55 crberg1973 @Jan Tate  take care beautiful

2021-04-13 12:58:56 ElusiveLgndryBtch @crberg1973 *taking photo emoji*maybe then we 

can finnaly get @Aresmars  to cross the boarder

2021-04-13 12:58:57 Unclebull @anonymous-angel she is a mazing Bitch

2021-04-13 12:59:06 Tonyevolved @Unclebull I'll be to busy faptographing

2021-04-13 12:59:06 ElusiveLgndryBtch @anonymous-angel :-*

2021-04-13 12:59:17 ElusiveLgndryBtch @Unclebull *lmao emoji*

2021-04-13 12:59:21 Aresmars @ElusiveLgndryBtch <*GOAT emoji*

2021-04-13 12:59:33 Jan Tate @ElusiveLgndryBtch Big fan here
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2021-04-13 12:59:50 anonymous-angel @crberg1973 this sounds like a good collaboration 

aha!!

2021-04-13 13:00:00 ElusiveLgndryBtch @anonymous-angel we hope to see you around 

more on the site :-)

2021-04-13 13:00:02 Dr36 Ladies & Gents, before we begin to wrap up, I'd like to take a 

moment to extend my thanks to @anonymous-angel for taking time out of her schedule to do 

this AMA with us. She was AWESOME! If you want to know more about her and see her content,

I strongly encourage you to check her out at: https://www.reddit.com/user/your-anonymous-

angel 

2021-04-13 13:00:04 Unclebull be nice, doc is here

2021-04-13 13:00:21 anonymous-angel @ElusiveLgndryBtch you will!

2021-04-13 13:00:22 Tonyevolved @anonymous-angel @ElusiveLgndryBtch We should close w

a phoyo drop from our ladies!

2021-04-13 13:00:24 Unclebull @Dr36 wait not yet, we truly enjoying her

2021-04-13 13:00:29 Jan Tate @anonymous-angel Girl question:  What make do you use?

2021-04-13 13:00:45 heretochat @anonymous-angel thanks so much! i guess the million 

dollar question is how to nudge her to becoming more open over time...

2021-04-13 13:01:01 anonymous-angel Thank you guys all for having me!! It's been an 

absolute pleasure chatting with you all              

2021-04-13 13:01:08 Lucian @anonymous-angel you are amazing! Thank you for your time!              
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2021-04-13 13:01:09 Aresmars @anonymous-angel We do hope you will come back and 

visit us from time to time!   Please!

2021-04-13 13:01:15 anonymous-angel @Jane Tate PM me! I can send you a list!

2021-04-13 13:01:25 Jan Tate @anonymous-angel I'm in!

2021-04-13 13:01:26 anonymous-angel I will definietly be back!

2021-04-13 13:01:29 Unclebull @Jan Tate she is a natural beauty, she does not need any 

make up

2021-04-13 13:01:42 crberg1973 @anonymous-angel  truly our pleasure / thank you for 

stopping by, hopefully we will see more of you in the future

2021-04-13 13:01:43 Jan Tate @Unclebull We all need make up

2021-04-13 13:01:43 ElusiveLgndryBtch @anonymous-angel <*GOAT emoji*

2021-04-13 13:01:55 Unclebull @Jan Tate ok, i will make it up to you

2021-04-13 13:02:02 boredinduluth4u *thank emoji*

2021-04-13 13:02:34 Unclebull @anonymous-angel thanks for doing this, and i hope me or 

anyone here did not offend oyu. we just got over excited.

2021-04-13 13:02:42 anonymous-angel Wait am I allowed to drop a nude in this chat?
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2021-04-13 13:02:54 anonymous-angel @Unclebull no you've all been cool!

2021-04-13 13:02:55 Unclebull @anonymous-angel no, you need to drop 2 of them

2021-04-13 13:03:09 Unclebull one front one back please

2021-04-13 13:03:32 boredinduluth4u glad I popped in today to catch your visit 

@anonymous-angel

2021-04-13 13:03:49 Kickinupdirt2 @anonymous-angel i have been all over your Reddit

2021-04-13 13:03:53 Kickinupdirt2 damn

2021-04-13 13:04:09 Aresmars @Kickinupdirt2 stalker!  :-P  not that I blame you

2021-04-13 13:04:34 Aresmars @anonymous-angel Yes, you are allowed to drop what you 

please here

2021-04-13 13:04:53 Kickinupdirt2 @Aresmars good thing she doesn't have an Only Fans

2021-04-13 13:05:09 Aresmars @anonymous-angel Only the AMA guest is allowed to share

pics normally

2021-04-13 13:05:23 anonymous-angel I have to hop now! Thanks for having me

This marks the end of the AMA event. If you want to know more about your-
anonymous-angel, go here and you’ll have all the information you need: 
https://www.reddit.com/user/your-anonymous-angel 
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Here’s the AMA proof pic
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